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Hee Man Bae, a professor in the engineering building, programs a six-axis robotic arm
with the Adept programing software. The robotic arm is located in the CIM labs along
with other computers and programable equipment.

With graduation just a month
away, many SJSU graduates will be
entering the so-called “real world.”
Five recent SJSU graduates
participated in a panel Wednesday
evening in the Student Union
Ballroom for “In Your Shoes:
Lessons from Recent Grads”
hosted by the SJSU Student
Alumni Association to share their
firsthand experiences with life
after graduation.
“Starting your career is exciting

yet can be overwhelming,” said
SJSU alumna and LinkedIn Project
Manager Natalya Williamson.
The panelists work for companies
including LinkedIn, Uber and
WhatsApp.
When asked how the transition
has been from a student to a
working professional, Williamson
said, “I don’t want to say the
transition has been smooth but I
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UNITED LINKS

Resource connections for disabled students
By Casey Geier
Staff writer
United Links, soon to be renamed
Accessibility Advocates, is a club that
provides a social and creative option for
students with or without disabilities.
Otilia Loan, president of the club, started
the club a year and a half ago to advocate for
students with disabilities on campus and to
create a community within the club. It’s
also for students interested in people with
disabilities, that may not necessarily have a
disability themselves.
“We approached the paper to introduce
more people to the club and get the word out,”
said Micah Raburn, treasurer of the club.
The club was in their growing stage
last year as Loan had to go through the
necessary steps through the school to get
the club approved to operate. Loan has been
in close contact with the AEC (Accessibility
Education Center) via email to get initiative
to promote the club at club fairs.
Loan sees the word disability as a concept
that helps people see differences.
“Before I was in a wheelchair… disability
was not even part of my world,” Loan said.
But now that she is, she feels a connection
to the word disability she could never feel
before. The club hopes to spread awareness
to what a person with disabilities has to go
through to people of all backgrounds.
Some events the club has held are a movie

night and a group brainstorming session
about the club.
The issue the club is facing is participation
from students. The most people they have
had at a single event is only ten, and the
club’s contact sheet only has about 20
people on it.
The reason being is the inconvenience
students with disabilities have of getting
to school, especially if they live off campus
and have to rely on public transportation.
“Being a commuter school, it’s really hard
for people with a disability to connect with
one another,” Raburn said.
Loan said that if it’s raining or if students
with disabilities take medication, then it’s
going to be a lot harder for them to go out to
a club meeting or event.
Loan also said for students like herself
who use a wheelchair find it difficult to
access certain buildings.
Loan said that the school doesn’t allow
club meetings to be held in certain
buildings like Yoshihiro Uchida Hall,
which happens to be more accessible to
students in wheelchairs. When a building
does not have air conditioning it can be
pragmatic as students with spinal cord
injuries have difficulty regulating their
body temperature.
Loan said these little things have been
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(University Committee of Accessibility and
Compliance) sees the word disability as a
concept that helps people see differences.
“United Links is certainly a special
resource for those of us needing someone
to identify with,” Enguero said. “It’s a
good reminder that we aren’t alone in our
challenges.”
Follow Casey on Twitter
@Casey_geier

Photo courtesy of United Links
Otilia Ioan, president of the United Links club, tables in front of Tower
Lawn during the Club Fair.
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difficult in making it difficult for the club to
generate consistent members.
According to SJSU’s website, the AEC
“is committed to redefining ability for
students with disabilities by providing
comprehensive services in support of the
educational development and success of
students with disabilities.”
United Links wants to provide a place for
students to feel comfortable with one another.
Erin Enguero, representative from UCAC

Americans arenʼt getting
dumber, theyʼre changing

WEEK

By Raymond Baltazar
Staff writer
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Infographic and photo by Kavin Mistry

As much as some people want to
believe it, the United States is not getting
dumber.
Yes, I know that a man whose depth
on U.S. issues is about as deep as
a backyard pond is on the verge of
winning the republican nomination for
the presidential election but don’t lump
the entire country into that segment.
People in the United States aren’t
getting dumber; rather the way we’re
measuring intelligence is changing
with new technology and discoveries in
science.
People will point to the flood of videos
on the internet of others doing and
saying stupid things as prime examples
for the decline of humans. I like to call
the videos compilations of asshattery.
The “Jackass”-style of videos have been

around for decades. They were called
America’s Funniest Home Videos and
people would nearly kill themselves to
get on the show and win the cash prize.
Now the prizes are retweets, shares,
likes, follows or up-votes.
The other videos of people answering
questions and looking like ignorant
idiots that pollute Facebook feeds, late
night shows and even major television
news programs are made for a laugh.
They shouldn’t be taken seriously and
people should not use them as a base for
all Americans.
Let’s talk about the IQ test. According
to the Iq Researcher, the U.S. is tied for
ninth in the world with countries like
Spain, France and Australia in average
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THIS DAY IN SJSU HISTORY

THAT WAS THEN...
THIS IS NOW
APRIL
14,
1944
72 years ago, San
Jose State University
held
class
elections
where the sophmore,
junior and senior ASB
members voted for the
new
Spring
quarter
oﬃcers.
Nominations
were held on special
class meetings called
by the Student Council.
Yesterday, voting began
for 2016 A.S. election.

Infographic by Miguel Garcia

SJSU
Scholarships
Current and New Students – Apply Now!
May 1 Deadline (general scholarships)
Samantha Verdugo Spartan Daily

Deadline varies for Department Scholarships
Up to $4,000 per Scholarship
sjsu.edu/faso/scholarships

Large groups of students showed up to the student union ballroom for “In
Your Shoes: Lessons from Recent Grads,” hosted by the SJSU Student Alumni
Association on Wednesday afternoon.
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have learned a lot, everything from (the) job
application process to all of the interviews
that you have to go through to get into a
tech company has been more challenging
than I thought initially. Overall, I think
everything I have learned in college is pretty
applicable to what I do now.”
According to the Accenture 2015 College
Graduate Employment survey, four out
of five students believe their education
prepared them for employment.
“Students should continue to put their full
efforts and hard work into everything they
do in the classrooms because it will pay off
one day,” Williamson said. “Special alumni
events like this one will continue to help
and teach students how to navigate their
career journeys with our direct insight.”
Graduating senior Jacob Contreras said
he learned a lot from the panel, and it was
great to see the recent graduates working
for big companies straight out of college.
“I hope to one day come back and (do) the
same for future SJSU students,” Contreras said.

Another panelist, Jenn Drago Ericksen,
who is employed by Specialized Bicycle
Components, shared her college experience
as a single parent at 20 years old.
“A lot of girls during rush week were
telling me to join their sorority because it
would be fun and a great experience, but
all I could ask them was if they had day
care,” Ericksen said.
She told students that there is hope outside
of college and expressed that if she could do
it with a baby, they could do it too.
“You just need to know how to set your
priorities,” Ericksen said.
Ericksen was not the only one to motivate
students with her experience; Williamson
concluded by advising students to believe
in themselves.
“Most especially, set up your LinkedIn
profi le and network as much as you
can because it’s not what you know but
rather who you know. Network, network,
network,” Williamson said.
Follow Samantha on Twitter
@sammiespartan

FOLLOW US ON
INSTAGRAM
@SPARTANDAILY
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COACHELLA BY THE NUMBERS

has become an annual spring tradition for most music festival lovers.
C oachella
The festival that began in 1999 resulted in a loss of $800,000 and tickets
were $50 per day. 17 years later, Coachella has a $40 million revenue on average
and tickets are about $116 per day. The first year Coachella sold out was in 2004
when Radiohead was headlining.
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Infographic by Vasuki Rao
Information gathered from Coachella.com

SJSU shows support for
St. Baldrickʼs Foundation
By Daphne Morales
Staff writer
St.Baldrick’s
Foundation,
the
volunteer-driven charity that funds
childhood cancer, is making its way to
SJSU with the help of SJSU residential
life coordinator and volunteer event
organizer, Adam Broudy.
The foundation was created by Tim
Kenny and his two colleagues, John Bender
and Enda McDonnell, on July 4, 1999.
The event is taking place April 21 at CVB
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Broudy and 65 other
volunteers have currently raised $7,120.
“I knew I wanted to bring something,”
Broudy said. “I didn’t
quite know what, but
in the fall semester, I
decided it would be St.
Baldrick’s.”
Broudy
was
attending
graduate
school in Illinois when
he first learned about
the St. Baldrick’s
Foundation.
His
campus wanted to raise awareness for
children’s cancer research.
He put together the St. Baldrick’s event
at SJSU because he thought it would be
a great opportunity for students to get
involved and support a great cause.
Jeff rey
Rivera,
freshman
child
development major, said he heard about
the event through Facebook and thought
it was a great idea.
Rivera lost his father about five years ago,
which motivates him to attend the event
and show his support.
“I feel that all children deserve a chance
to grow up and be great,” Rivera said.
“Cancer shouldn’t hold them back.”
According the St. Baldrick’s Foundation
website, “St. Baldrick’s began as a headshaving event and continues to be the
signature event of the foundation.”
The first event was on March 17, 2000, held
at Jim Brady’s Pub in Manhattan with a goal
of shaving 17 heads and raising about $17,000,

CHECK US OUT ON
FACEBOOK FOR MORE
STORIES, PHOTOS AND
VIDEOS
FACEBOOK.COM/SPARTANDAILY

but ended up with more than they thought.
They eventually shaved 19 heads
and raised $104,000 for the Children’s
Oncology Group.
“The head shaving that takes part in the
event is meant to show support for the
children and families going through that
cancer treatment process,” Broudy said.
There are shavee recruiters who focus
on signing up those who will shave their
heads and barber coordinators which
bring in actual licensed barbers.
“There are currently 17 shavees signed
up, about two-thirds
from SJSU and the
other third from
the
surrounding
community,” Broudy
said.
Broudy explained
that once people sign
up as a volunteer or
-Jeffrey Rivera shavee, they’re given
an event page on the
actual St. Baldrick’s website in which
the shavees and volunteers set their own
fundraising goal while their overall goal
is $5,000.
“My family personally has been impacted
by cancer,” Broudy said. “I’ve had aunts,
uncles, grandparents, all of whom have
which been impacted by cancer some of
which have even lost their life to cancer.”
Broudy said this is a great way to unite
a community for a specific cause. He also
said there will be smaller incentives and
prizes at the event in order to get everyone
to participate.
“Every three minutes, a new child is
diagnosed with cancer and one in five
children who are diagnosed with cancer
actually don’t survive,” Broudy said.
“There’s a lot of research that needs to be
done to reduce that statistic.”
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Follow Daphne on Twitter
@glitzydaph
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@SPARTANDAILY
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Disney brings back old movies with a new flair
By Ryan Vermont
Staff writer

1959
1961
1967

2016

The Jungle Book was
released on VHS in
1967.

The live-action remake
was released 2010.

The live-action remake
was released 2014.

1996

101 Dalmations was released on VHS in 1961.

2014

The original Sleeping
Beauty was released on
VHS in 1959.

The live-action remake
was released in 2015.

2010

Alice in Wonderland
was originally released
on VHS in 1951.

1951

The original Cinderella
was released on VHS
in 1950.

1950

The transition to
live action
2015

Disney movies have been an influential part of childhood
for decades.
These classic, animated flicks revolving on folklore and
fairy tales manage to grasp young imaginations while also
finding ways to communicate insightful life lessons.
As a ’90s kid, the fi lms that stand out in my mind include
“Hercules” and “Cinderella” to “The Little Mermaid” and
“The Jungle Book.” In the last few years, Disney has taken
a new approach to captivating their viewers.
The movie company has begun to remake their classic
animated movies; however, rather than using the
animation that has made the company so well-known,
they use actual actors.
Drew Todd, who has a Ph.D. in fi lm studies and taught
courses on fi lm analysis, appreciation, history and theory
for over 15 years, relayed his thoughts on the subject.
“Remakes have been around for a long time,” Todd
said. “ The pressure to find profitable stories for the
screen will always compel producers and studios to
rehash, remake, retell.”
Remaking a film is a common fi lmmaking move that not
all viewers enjoy, but the facts prove that it’s a logical and
financially productive business decision.
In the article “Disney transforms animated classics
into live-action fi lms,” the author mentions a statement
made by Steven Gaydos, executive editor of Hollywood
Trade Magazine.
“The key concept is risk aversion,” Gaydos said.
“Hollywood is desperate to find things that are essentially
pre-sold. They like fi lms they can test-market and know
there’s awareness, an appetite and fan base.”
Todd, who has published fi lm journals and anthologies,
echoed Gaydos’ opinions.
“So many studio movies are remakes without our
knowing it or the studio’s marketing it as such,” Todd
said. “Often times, the original is foreign or old (or
both), and thus not known well by contemporary
American audiences.”
Walt Disney Studios realized the size of the market
for these types of movies in 2010 when Johnny Depp
starred in the remake of “Alice in Wonderland”
directed by Tim Burton.
Disney released the popular animated version in
1951, originally based on Lewis Carroll’s 1951 series
of Alice books.
According to Box Office Mojo, the live-action remake
grossed a massive $1.03 billion worldwide and that’s
with a range of positive and negative reviews.

The live-action remake
was released 1996.

The live-action remake
was released 2016.

Infographic by Ryan Vermont
In 2014, the reworking of Sleeping Beauty, “Maleficent,”
which focused on the villain rather than the typical princess,
made a huge impact in the box office. Box Office Mojo states
that it racked in over $750 million in worldwide.
Unlike fully animated movies, which are typically
produced for a relatively low budget, the live-action
remakes are expensive to shoot. Movie Insider estimates
that $250 million was spent
on the production of Burton’s
“Alice in Wonderland.”
As for “Maleficent,” the
production budget estimated
by Movie Insider was around
$170 million.
The live-action flood
gates have been opened.
Several Disney animated
classics are set to be

Summer Session

remade within this new movement of live-action films.
A live-action remake of the 1967 animated classic “The
Jungle Book” will be in theaters beginning on April 15.
Disney has already announced the production of several
live-action remakes.
In October 2015, it was announced that remakes of
animated classics like “Dumbo,” “Mulan,” “Tink” (a spinoff
of “Peter Pan”) and “Pinocchio” are going to be remade
with a troupe of actors rather than animated cast members.
The release dates of these movies have yet to be
determined. Whether you thought the remake was better
or prefer the original, Disney is going to keep making
these movies regardless.
It’s a phase. The best thing to do is to accept that Disney
will keep pumping out these fi lms and you can make a
choice on whether to see it or not.
Follow Ryan on Twitter
@Your_Pal_Ryan
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Jack U lights up show
By Jose Munguia
Staff writer
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April 4

www.sjsu.edu/summer

Electronic Dance Music (EDM) duo Diplo
and Skrillex, better known as Jack U, left
the sold-out crowd in awe as they dropped
hit songs throughout the Tuesday night.
People were lining up as early as 5 p.m.,
even though doors didn’t open until 7
p.m. The two-night show was held at the
Bill Graham Civic Auditorium in San
Francisco, directly across from City Hall.
As for the security process to enter the
venue, it far surpassed that of any SJSU
security at the Event Center.
The security was quick, due to the
amount of lines they opened for attendees
to go through to get patted down before
entering the auditorium. It took about
20-30 minutes to get through the line and
enter the venue.
The duo took the stage and performed for
a little over an hour, playing hit songs like
“Where Are U Now” and “Take U There,”
while mixing top 40 songs. Fans jumped and
danced non-stop as Jack U mixed in hip-hop
and even songs from popular video games
such as “The Legend of Zelda.”
Once inside, people were running in
every direction trying to meet up with
friends or get in the long lines to use the
bathroom. However, it wasn’t a hassle to
get around to where you needed to go.
In anticipation of my first ever Jack
U show I had my doubts; I believed it
would be filled with collaborated songs
with Justin Bieber playing throughout
the night (Jack U and Justin Bieber
made songs together, helping the duo
win two Grammy Awards this year).
The crowd broke into a roar when the duo
came on stage. Within the first song, the
crowd witnessed various lights flash before
their eyes. As fans jumped and danced at

the beginning of the set, it instantly became
clear that space to even move more than a
few inches was near limited.
People came every minute pushing and
shoving trying to get closer to the stage.
Sweaty arms and shoulders kept brushing
up against us as our limited space became
even smaller as the show continued.
The execution of mixing songs was flawless:
it seemed like every song they played made
the crowd go ballistic. Fans would go from
jumping to fast-paced beats, to bobbing their
head when hip-hop was played. Another
factor that played into a successful show was
the interaction the duo had with the crowd.
From telling the fans to shine their
phone lights to illuminate the auditorium,
to waiting until the beat drop for fans to
jump up from the floor, it kept everyone
involved. When it comes to having a
successful show, it’s important to interact
with the crowd.
Overall the first of two Jack U shows left
me with no doubt that even on a Tuesday,
one can have an unforgettable night.
Follow Jose on Twitter
@Jrmunguia92

Natsu Okuda | Contributing photographer
EDM duo Jack U performs their
hit songs at the Bill Graham Civic
Auditorium in San Francisco, Calif.
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San Francisco art
show powered by
SJSU students
By Casey Geier
Staff writer
An art show dedicated to the visual beauty
of the Bay Area is coming to San Francisco’s
1920C in Chinatown this Friday.
Artists from all around the Bay Area
will showcase their appreciation for how
this area helped them grow as an artist
through their work.
Proceeds from the event go to 826
Valencia, a nonprofit to help children grow
creatively through writing and literature.
Francesca Mateo, host and art director of
the show, titled Growth, is the founder of
the clothing brand Empire In The Air.
“Our mission is to inspire others to start
their own empires,” Mateo said.
This will be Mateo’s fourth consecutive art
showcase exhibit under her clothing brand.
Her art shows have continued to grow in size
over the years. Her first two showcases only
displayed her own original artwork.
The venue will have a huge wall dedicated
to the artwork, and a large open space for
viewers to mingle. There will also be live
performances at the event by hip hop
artists from the Bay.
“With this art show, we’re putting that
mission to inspire others to action,”
Mateo said.
Different mediums of art will be on
display like watercolor, pastel, typography
and photography.
The art displayed will be a diverse mix
of styles drawn from different perspectives
and inspirations.
Mateo graduated from San Jose State in
2013 with a bachelor’s degree in global
studies and a minor in journalism.
Stephanie Acedillo, an SJSU senior art
major, will have a few of her paintings
on display.
Acedillo said she and Mateo bounce

ideas off each other which helps the two
gain inspiration.
Acedillo is Mateo’s roommate and has
loved collaborating with her and exchanging
feedback on what they’ve drawn.
“The people I have met at SJSU and
experiences I have reflect my artwork, not
as much the curriculum,” Acedillo said.
Acedillo said the art she will have on
display is made on hand stretched canvas.
The canvas she painted on was so big, she
had to use a staple gun to staple smaller
canvases to each other.
She describes her style as “surreal with
a girly flair to it,” which she achieves by
utilizing gold leaf paint, or a reflective foil
paint, to reflect a surreal mood.
“I like to paint things people don’t
really pay attention to in the big city,”
Acedillo said.
She grew up in San Francisco and lived
there much of her life before going to
college in San Jose, where she became
familiar with the sights and sounds of two
large Bay Area cities.
One of her pieces being displayed is
an aspect of urban environment with a
girl admiring pigeons. An interesting
fact is Acedillo drew a night sky in the
background with constellations that will
match with the constellations up above on
the night of the event.
Both Mateo and Acedillo are excited
about hearing feedback from fans and
other artists, “Especially because we’re
all in the Bay with the same kind of
environment,” Acedillo said.

DRINK
OF THE
This week’s drink:
L`]9e]ja[Yf
“The American” is pretty
much a Shirley Temple but
with a little extra kick. The
drink consists of cherry
grenadine (red), Sprite and
vodka (white) and has frozen
blueberries or blackberries
(blue). This is a drink that
I concocted myself to show
off my inner patriotism. It is
a perfect drink to enjoy on a
warm day while eating apple
pie and watching baseball.
The blueberries/blackberries
add a nice touch and make
the drink extra refreshing. If
you want to get a little buzz
on, then this drink is for you.
The grenadine helps mask
the vodka so there isn’t much
of a bite, rather it goes down
smoothly. If you want it extra
strong for a bit more of a
patriotic punch then feel free
to do so. The drink will still
be just as liberating from the
average boring mixed drink.

O`Ylkafka\]7
Sprite
Vodka
Blueberries or blackberries
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Follow Casey on Twitter
@Casey_geier
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Local Ads
SJSU
International House
Close to campus
U.S. & international students
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Well-equipped kitchen.
Pianos and game room.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now!
http://www.sjsu.edu/ihouse/
360 S. 11th St., 408-924-6570

Complete the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9
inclusively.

Previous Solutions
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ACROSS
́ Little salamander
́ At an impasse
 Poker variety
 Jazz players are
found here
 Asian capital
 Voicemail signal
 No ___ Trafﬁc
 Iron ___ (rust)
  Jessica of TV and
ﬁlm
 Jimmy Buffett
classic song
23 Hurricane heading,
sometimes
 Small cyst
 Born to the purple
 Columbus’
birthplace
  Third letter of the
Greek alphabet
33 Had a bite
 Tonic’s go-with
 Not to
 “It’s OK after all” in
editing
 Bond’s bar order
 Pitchfork point
 Ford product
 Utter
 Anti-apartheid
party, for short
 Colonist to be
shunned
 Send in, as
payment
 False cover
 Strange craft

 Folk-rocker
DiFranco
 Classic song by
the Eagles
 Indigenous people
of Japan
 It may be found in
runes
 Digniﬁed
“Shucks!”
 It’s fed to
computers
 Prepare to
propose
 Maitre d’s offering
 Hot-sauce quality
  Poet William Butler
 Get ready for the
operating room
DOWN
́ Eggnog spice
́ Natural gas
component
́ Beatty of “Reds”
́ Goon squad
member
́ Driftwood site
́ Arduous
́ Any police vehicle
́ Ending passage
in music
́  Ukrainian capital
 No longer fresh
 Tunnel-entrance
structure
 Without a single
defeat

 Org. with a crack
staff?
 Lie in store for
22 Rolled-over item
 Replayed tennis
shot
 Folklore ﬁend
 All excited
 Bride’s title
32 Hardness scale
 Pleasant to be
around
 Scottish terrier
 Small details
  Those who lived
long ago
 Toddler’s
afternoon ritual
 Golden-calf maker
 “You’re it!”
 Romanian
currency
 Variety of apple
  Protective
envelope
 Certiﬁable
 Snarls, as trafﬁc
 Baseball catcher’s
position
 Gasoline and
kerosene, for two
 Like a squid’s
squirt
  “The ___ Ranger”
 Rug stat
 Highway exit
 Wood ﬁnishing
tool

Place Your Ad
Place your Ads Online at
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IQ score with a 98 — 100 is average. The number is continuously going up in a phenomenon called the “Flynn
effect” — a “substantial and long-sustained” increase
in intelligence tests scores, according to researcher and
author James R. Flynn.
The truth is people have been getting smarter, but acts of
asshattery are more prevalent because of the technology
we have today. Cell phones, computers and televisions all
make it so easy to find anything you need or want. You
want to see a guy try to dive into a frozen pool only to have
his frigid body smash against the rock-solid ice? Head to
YouTube and look it up — it’s one of my guilty pleasures.
Technology has made our lives easier, but some think
that it is making people brainless and lazy. People aren’t
lazy, they’re just thinking differently. The millennial era is
hellbent on working smarter, not harder. The baby boomer
generation thinks that every job should start at 9 a.m. and
that you should grind your hands down to the bone until
quitting time at 5 p.m., while millennials are trying to get
the same amount of work done in half the time and from
their home so they can be closer to their family. A Price
Water House Coopers report found that the flexible working hours and personal development and learning were

Don’t be too
sensitive
By Raymond Baltazar
Staff writer
Cultural appropriation is a topical conversation
that is as complex as a 10x10x10 Rubik’s Cube. Even
though you finish understanding and knowing one
side, there is still more to learn.
According to Merriam-Webster, culture means “the
customary beliefs, social forms and material traits of
a racial, religious or social group.” Appropriate means
“to take or make use of without authority or right.”
With those definitions in mind, the website About
defines cultural appropriation as, “it (cultural appropriation) occurs when members of a dominant culture
borrow from the cultures of
minority groups without their
input. Typically those doing
the ‘borrowing,’ or exploiting, lack a contextual
understanding of what
makes the cultural symbols, art forms and modes
of expression significant.”
With the United States being
a melting pot of different cultures, I believe that cultural appropriation becomes more prevalent. Whether
it is as small as eating Chinese food with chopsticks
or something bigger like wearing an inaccurate Native American costume to a costume party, you are
still adopting or borrowing a culture that may not be
yours. The way you interpret and project that culture
will show if you are appropriating it in a positive or
negative light.
As a society, we definitely have become sensitive to
the actions of what others do, but with good reasons.
If someone makes us uncomfortable, we would definitely stand up for ourselves and speak out on the
issue. At the same time, we shouldn’t see everything
as a disgrace toward our own culture. We especially
should not accuse someone for appropriating our
culture when that person may just be minding his or
her own business and not projecting the culture in a
negative manner.
In recent news, a video went viral of an incident
in San Francisco State University in which a black
female student accused a white male student for appropriating her culture. The white male had his hair
in dreadlocks, which incited the argument.
After watching the 46-second video, I believe that
the white male student was minding his own business and was neither taking ownership of the culture
that the black female student was accusing him with
or representing it in a negative manner.
If we were to react to someone wearing a kimono
when they are not Japanese, then we should also be
aware of our own actions when we use chopsticks to eat
food from Panda Express. Both situations show that we
are adopting a culture we are not a part of but with two
different levels of noticeability to appropriation.
The line for cultural appropriation starts with education, understanding and respect. The line is if you
are educated in the culture you are wearing, I believe
it is fine. If you are respectful, and not representing
that culture in any stereotypical manner, I believe it
is fine.
As a Filipino-American, I see nothing wrong if I see
another person of a different race wearing a barong,
which is a see-through formal button-up shirt. But
what I would find offensive is if that person were to
wear it while racially mocking the Filipino culture.
The wrong way of appropriating a culture is just
that: a person who takes in someone else’s culture
and inappropriately promotes the culture in a stereotypical way.
So the next time you want to wear Native American
artifacts or a bindi, understand and educate yourself of
the cultural implications it holds and don’t adopt that
culture and negatively portray it in a demeaning way.
Follow Raymond on Twitter
@raysremmurd
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the two major factors in where millennials decide where to
work. Both were ahead of cash bonuses.
More than 40 percent of working-age Americans now carry
a college degree, according to a 2015 report from the Lumina
Foundation. The number has risen over the small percentage
points in the last few years — in 2011, the number was 38.7
percent. That number can be better, especially considering
the racial divide. The Lumina Foundation found that 27.6
percent of black and 19.8 percent of Latinos have at least a
two-year degree, while 43.9 percent of whites and 59.4 percent of Asians have hold the same qualifications.
Those percentage gaps stem from the findings of Gallup’s annual Economy and Personal Finance poll. The poll

showed that college expenses/loans is the top financial
problem for ages 18-49. Many people cannot afford to get
an education in an era where a college degree is essential to
find a good job. Americans are not dumb. They’re brains
aren’t shriveling up and going away. They are uneducated
and not by choice.
People who truly believe that society is getting dumber
because of Kardashian worshipers, Kanye defenders and
twerk-video enthusiasts are just looking for attention or a
laugh. They’ll get neither from me.
Follow Tony on Twitter
@ tony_nunez

We need to unite as Americans
By Jeremy Cummings
Contributing writer

I’ve enjoyed “The Daily Show’s”’s new direction under
Trevor Noah and the new bits they’ve been trying out so
far. Possibly my favorite of the show’s new segments is the
“Third Month Mania” anger bracket.
It’s a clever spin on the NCAA’s, “March Madness,” and
the tournament brackets basketball fans make each year.
The twist “The Daily Show” has is that instead of betting on basketball games, this bracket consists
of things that make people angry. Viewers
would cast their vote for contenders like,
“weird smells,” “Kanye West” or “old people,” and the items with the most votes rose
up in the bracket.
It was all in good fun. The match-ups were
far-fetched and the commentary by Hasan
Minhaj and Roy Woods Jr. was filled with clever
satire of cliches in sports journalism. However, last
week as I watched the bracket’s conclusion, a showdown between Trump supporters and global warming, I felt a sense
of unease rising rapidly in the pit of my stomach. I could feel
the outcome before it was even announced. Trump supporters won the anger bracket.
When Minhaj gleefully declared to Trump supporters,
“America hates you more than the destruction of the entire
planet, baby,” I wanted to scream. This segment became
an egregious example of America’s biggest problems — the
polarization of our politics and the assumption that anyone
who disagrees with us is not only wrong, but our enemy.
The core message of that statement is this: Trump supporters are not American. Supporting Trump is un-American.
That’s the problem, though. America and Trump supporters are not separate entities. Trump supporters are part of
America. Minhaj wasn’t really saying America hates Trump
supporters, he was saying that America hates America. This
sort of national self-loathing is a direct byproduct of the divisive rhetoric and vitriolic hate that has overtaken political
discussion in recent years.
It’s become too common for people to treat each other like

Stick with
one partner
By Marquerite Tuufuli
Contributing writer

I got my first boyfriend when I was 17 years old. I knew in
my heart that this was the guy that my father would walk
me down the aisle to spend forever with one day. To this
day, we are still together.
Now that I am 22 years old, I have gained much knowledge on how to keep my relationship solid. From living in
different states for college to dealing with each other on bad
days, my relationship with my first love persevered through
these difficult times.
We experienced going to prom together as well as receiving
our associate degrees together. The more I grew up with my
best friend, the more I fell in love with him. Our bond grew
stronger everyday.
I’ve experienced so much happiness in my relationship that
I can’t help but think, “Why in the world would anyone want to be in an open relationship?”
An open relationship is defined as a marriage or relationship in which both partners
agree to have sexual relations with other
people. I’m sorry, but I can’t imagine sharing
the love of my life with another woman and
will never be open to the idea.
According to a recent survey by the Huffington Post, 41 percent of men and women from the
ages of 18-29 would consider an open relationship.
If you want to see other people while you’re in a relationship, you shouldn’t even be in that relationship in the first
place. You should be so in love with your significant other
that everyone else becomes irrelevant.
Dr. Karen Ruskin is the founder and president for a
private practice called Dr. Karen Ruskin & Associates Inc.
wRuskin is a marriage and family therapist who is very
familiar with the topic of open relationships.
She shared that the most common reasons couples request
to have an open relationship are to spice up their sexual life,
enhance their marriage and save their marriage.
“The choice of having an open relationship never saves
the marriage. Rather, it makes a joke of the marriage and is
destructive to the marriage,” Ruskin said. “It is relationship
suicide to include another intimate partner or partners into
your world, in addition to your spouse.”
Ruskin goes on to say that open relationships should never
be a solution to fixing a relationship or marriage.
Every strong relationship has a solid foundation. My relationship is built on friendship, faith and family. I love being
my boyfriend’s best friend. We joke around and laugh at

bitter enemies over political differences. I don’t know who’s
to blame; the media, politicians and average people are all
responsible for this shift in the tone of our political debates.
The epidemic of political polarization probably goes farther
back, but the first time I noticed it was after 9/11 when thenpresident Bush began using his now-famous line, “You’re
either with us or you’re with the enemy.”
While I’m sure Bush meant to direct that statement more
to countries abroad, that sort of thinking seems to have
trickled down into our collective conscious and affected the way we relate to our fellow Americans.
It changed our discourse from passionate
debates to hateful shouting matches. It turned
comedy shows into venues of hatred.
To be fair, I probably took this bit on “The
Daily Show” a bit too seriously. Most people
probably cast their votes as a joke without
really thinking of the implications of what they
were saying. It’s become cool to ridicule Trump
supporters, to cast them as insane racists and quasifascist lunatics. Hell, I’ve even been guilty of it to some degree. I try to keep my criticism focused on Trump himself
rather than his supporters, but I’m not always successful.
It’s too easy to forget Trump supporters are Americans.
Those are our neighbors we’re ridiculing. Those are people
just like us. People with problems, hopes, fears and lives
that have been impacted by the same things as ours.
But we can’t keep doing it. This exuberant demonization of our fellow Americans has to stop if we want to
progress as a country. I still love “The Daily Show” and
likely always will, but this segment disappointed me
in the end. The punchline of this particular joke— the
unwitting revelation that America is racked with selfloathing— was far from funny.
We need to stop fighting each other and focus our energy
on the real problems: the corruption, the inequality and the
archaic power structures that lead to nothing but hardship
and frustration.
Follow Jeremy on Twitter
@Jeremycummings3

everything. We can be ourselves around each other. Faith
plays an important role in our relationship because we were
both raised in Christian homes.
Our faith impacts most of the life-changing decisions
such as getting married first before living with each other.
Family also plays an important role in our relationship because they are our support system. We’ve invested
much time and energy on each other that we can’t imagine
spending our lives with another person.
Simply put, if there’s no commitment or boundaries set in
a relationship, then it’s not a real relationship.
Think about it. No one should continue to mingle around
when they are 50 with a spouse; by then, you should be
settled down.
Despite the rising concerns of an open relationship, there
are some people who are happy being in one. Rayne Millaray is the editor for SexIs magazine and a blogger who
writes about sexuality and relationships.
In her blog, “Five Facts About Open Relationships,” Millaray writes about her open relationship experience with
her boyfriend of 10 years.
She discusses the stereotypes society has on open relationships and how her experience is far from what people
(like me) actually think. A few things she noted about
her relationship is how her and her boyfriend
still have high standards and how they remain
loyal regardless of seeing other people.
“Most of the polyamorous people I know
are looking to fill a void within themselves
that is impossible for them to fill with
just one person,” Millaray said in her blog.
“That’s not failing on either side, that’s just
how they’re made.”
Hara Estroff Marano is the advice columnist for
an online health magazine called Psychology Today. In an
article titled, “Do open relationships work?,” Marano said
that open relationships will not last because someone will
form an outside attachment that will threaten the marriage
or relationship.
Marano also mentioned the importance of an emotional
attachment and how it’s vital for our growth as adults.
“Help Guide” reported that we were born “pre-programmed” to bond with one significant person. When
you’re young, this person is usually a mother figure.
As you mature, you will grow an emotional attachment
toward your significant other. It’s emotionally unhealthy
for someone to have more than one partner. I would never
consider an open relationship, but in the end, all that matters is a person’s happiness.
As for me, I am happy being in a committed relationship
and staying faithful to one person.
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Being an American means working for the benefits
By Melissa Hartman
Staff writer
“We the People of the United States, in Order to form
a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence,
promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings
of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain
and establish this Constitution for the United States of
America,” reads the preamble of the Constitution.
The United States has changed so much since the
Constitution was written, but one thing hasn’t
changed: the common citizen’s love for their
country and amount of freedom it provides.
With the motto “land of the free, home
of the brave,” we’ve been fighting for our
liberty and ability to live freely and fully
since we were established.
John F. Kennedy captured the essence of
the United States when he said, “Let every
nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill,
that we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any
hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe in order
to assure the survival and the success of liberty.”
One of the ways we assure the survival of the American Dream is by training military men and women
and sending them overseas. This is a huge price to be
paid, both by the government through its huge military expenditure and by the military men and women
and their families who sacrifice their time and lives.
Both of my grandfathers, uncles and cousins have
served in a branch of the U.S. military in their. Serving in the military is common and respectable in my
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family. It’s not expected, but you can tell it’s a great
honor from the multiple medals, plaques and flag images hung around the house.
People with different origins or upbringings might find such homage to
one’s country excessive, ridiculous or
even blind. There’s a reason the men in
my family continue to lay their lives on
the line for the U.S. and it’s not just because they like getting in great shape or
shooting guns.
They fight for the ability to
live in a safe atmosphere.
They fight for the permanence of accessibility to food, clean water,
err
good jobs and places to live. They fight
to keep enemies out and keep our countryside beautiful. They fight to protect all
citizens, not just some or one specific type.
The melting pot that America is makes
it that much more interesting and reminds us
how important the pursuit of this dream is.
Melissa Martinez, sophomore biology major, has
firsthand experience with the effects of having a family member deployed. Her brother enlisted at the age
of 18 in 2009 because he was a high school dropout
with a kid on the way and thought the Army would
provide a steady income for his brand-new family.
While Martinez said it was a good decision for her
brother at the time, she said it was hard to have him
overseas and unable to communicate.
“Having a family member being away and missing
my oldest brother was a really terrible thing,” Martinez

said. “Knowing that he was in a completely foreign
country and having no contact was the hardest part.”
Though it was a journey for her family, Martinez
still believes it was worth it. Her
brother’s enlistment wasn’t totally out
of need: he was also passionate about
protecting the country. He doesn’t
regret it.
Martinez was and still is inspired by
her brother’s patriotism growing up.
She said she’s 100 percent proud to
be American because it’s easy to take
everything we have for granted, but realizing what we have that not everyone
else
se does
d
makes her feel blessed.
To me, being an American means working for the
opportunities available to us. It doesn’t mean relying on other people to drive your dream. If you want
something, you go out and get it. If you feel compelled, you sign up to be put on the front lines and
quite possibly sacrifice your life for your country.
Patriotism is admiring that our country was built on
its own dream and remembering that we owe ourselves the same. Some give all, like our military men
and women, but all give some. Everyone sacrifices
something to be a citizen of this country and that
sacrifice makes us cherish the chances we’re given at a
happy life in America.
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BASEBALL

SJSU SOFTBALL

Spartans challenge
conference powerhouse

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

By Daniel Reedy
Sports editor
The cliches can flow as this weekend’s
series features a classic battle of best versus worst. The New Mexico Lobos, the top
team in the Mountain West Conference,
travels to take on San Jose State for the
second half of the season series.
The Spartans, the bottomfeeder of the
MWC, were swept in the first threegame series against the Lobos during
the first of their five-game losing streaks
this season. They are currently on their
second such drought.
SJSU is coming off a 10-0 trouncing by
Stanford and is just 2-9 this month, following a dismal 5-14 record in March.
This all considered, the Spartans do have
some shine on the diamond. Sophomore
first baseman and designated hitter Shane
Timmons has been strong at the plate all
season long and is hitting .365 with a .500
slugging percentage.
Senior second baseman Ozzy Braff has
been on a tear recently, slashing a .467 batting average in the last four games.
Junior catcher Joe Stefanki has also been
on a roll and is hitting .444 in the same
stretch with four runs scored. Stefanki
was one of just three Spartans to get a hit
against Stanford on Tuesday night.
“We knew Stanford was going to come
up with a battle so they threw most of
their aces coming into it, so we knew
that was going to be a tough challenge,”
Stefanki said.
Looking ahead to the weekend, the Spartans know they are the underdog but also
recognize there are ways to win against
the Lobos.
“I think (New Mexico is) the best team in
the league, so I think what we’re going to
have to do is we’re going have to play good
defense, throw strokes and not give them
extra opportunities,” head coach Dave
Nakama said. “Don’t give them extra outs,
don’t give them free bases, make them
earn everything and I think if we can do
that, we’ll have a good chance.”
New Mexico has won five of its last six
games and led by the conference’s most
powerful offense. The Lobos lead the MW

with 34 home runs–the next highest is 18.
New Mexico’s lineup is led by junior
longballer Chris DeVito who is hitting
.435 with a stunning .794 slugging percentage, mostly due to his 11 home runs.
The triple-crown threat slugger is dominating the MWC–he ranks second in average, first in hits, first in RBI’s and is tied for
second in home runs.
SJSU’s pitching coach Jimmy Meuel isn’t
afraid of New Mexico’s power.
“I feel good about our scouting report on
New Mexico and how we had some success
against some of their guys back at their
place,” Meuel said, “so hopefully that just
makes us a little more prepared to execute
that plan this weekend.”
The odds are stacked against the Spartans, but optimism is somewhat logical.
The Spartans are no stranger to surprise
victories. They swiped a win from Stanford in the first meeting with a ninth-inning walk-off hit. Aaron Pleschner, freshman infielder, swatted a pinch-hit single
in extra innings to beat the Fresno State
Bulldogs on March 26. The Spartans also
came back from down five runs in the final frame to defeat the University of Pacific Tigers.
The Spartans aren’t quite where they
want to be in the standings, but they have
made lengthy strides since last year’s 1344 (6-24 in MW) season. The Lobos (12-3)
enter the game with the reverse conference
record of the Spartans (3-12), but don’t
count out the San Jose State team that is
clearly on the upswing.
With contributions from
Darby Brown-Kuhn
Follow Daniel on Twitter
@patrioticreedy

JESSICA

MADRID

Senior Jessica Madrid has been a major asset to the Spartan softball team this season.
Coming off a sweep of the UNLV Rebels in a Mountain West Conference doubleheader the weekend before, the Spartans faced Utah State last weekend. Madrid ripped six
hits and scored five runs in the three-game series. With slugger Jessie Hufstetler right
behind her in the batting line up, Madrid got on base each time and set the groundwork for Hufstetler to knock her in. This stellar performance is nothing out of the
ordinary for Madrid; she started in the outfield every game last season, batted a team
high .439 and broke the program record with 19 doubles in one season. Her talent has
been a huge addition to the Spartans after her transfer to SJSU from Delaware State
following the 2014 season. Last year, she scored 53 times,
runs and slugged
runs drove in 42 RBI’s
a fantastic .561. Madrid has been recognized for her perfect fielding percentage and
team-leading .361 batting average so far this season.

Infographic by Kavin Mistry, photo by Kym Fortino and information compiled by Melissa Hartman
WOMENʼS TENNIS

Bringing in Diversity

Spartans next game
Friday 4/15

vs.
New Mexico Lobos
at Municipal Stadium

WEEKEND SERIES VS NEW MEXICO LOBOS
FRIDAY
@6 P.M.

SATURDAY
@6 P.M.

SUNDAY
@6 P.M.

James Kim | Spartan Daily
The Spartan tennis team congregates before the matches on March 23.
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By James Kim
Staff writer
The Spartans women’s tennis roster, while
proud of being able to study in the United
States, are equally proud of their nationalities. Every member of the team has come to
the U.S. from another country.
Junior Marine Dans said that one reason
to play on an international team is to learn
many things about every individual person’s country.
She also said that the team was able to
develop their studies in language and
culture through their teammates. Every
member of the team can speak French—
except Dans and freshman phenom
Miyo Kobayashi.
Junior Gaelle Rey agreed with Dans and
said it was interesting to be with teammates that are from other countries.
Although the team has stayed mostly in
the western United States, the team had
looked forward to traveling and competing around the country.
Sophomore Sybille Gauvain said the experience of traveling throughout the U.S.
was great.
International experience and national
identity have brought together the diverse
group of student athletes.
Before playing tennis at SJSU, many of
them competed at the international level.
“Before I came here I was playing ITF
tournaments, it was like international
tournaments all over the world, but then,
it was only individual tournaments,” Kobayashi said.
Dans played tennis in New York at Long
Island University for two years before
transferring.
“I would say that I’m happy here a lot

more, I’m happy I transferred,” Dans said.
“The environment is different, for sure different than (Brooklyn), and the people are
different too.”
Life is very different for international
students, particularly for student athletes.
Marie Klocker, who played tennis for her
high school in Mulhouse, France said the
biggest difference from living back home
to living in the U.S. to her is not living with
her parents.
She said that she found the individuality
of having an apartment and a room separate from her parent’s lives and rules by living in this country. Klocker played tennis
for her high school in Mulhouse, France.
The team enjoys playing for SJSU as student athletes.
“Usually, it’s either you play tennis, or
you study (in France), but here (the U.S.)
you can do both,” Gauvain said.
Klocker said she played a lot back home
but wanted to balance her tennis career
and her education just in case she wants to
do something after tennis.
“We came here because the business
program is good,” Rey said. “We came
here for the business program because it’s
in Silicon Valley.”
Almost the entire team is business majors. Dans in the only non-business major,
studying psychology.
Rey summarized by quoting her teammate, “... as (Kobayashi) said, it’s very fun
to play as a team, because it gives you more
motivation to fight and enjoy tennis.”
Follow James on Twitter
@jdkim38
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SOFTBALL WEEKEND PREVIEW
Hitting stats

AZTECS

18

22-18 (4-8)

31

18-19 (7-2)

19

STOLEN BASES

2.24

SPARTANS

28

HOME RUNS

6.38

RUNS PER GAME

.292 TEAM AVG .324

Pitching stats
4
RHP
ERICA ROMERO

SAVES

4

2.24 TEAM WHIP 1.86

W-L

ERA

WHIP

10-8

3.45

1.42

INF
JESSIE HUFSTETLER

3.62 TEAM ERA 5.57
WHEN:
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

WHERE:
SJSU Field

AVG

RBI

SLG

.347

30

.743

Infographic by Kavin Mistry
2016 NHL PLAYOFF PREVIEW

Sharks look to knock
the crown off the Kings
By Kavin Mistry
Executive producer
As the final buzzer
went off, the San Jose
Sharks players left the
2014 postseason with
The Mistry Spot their heads down and
the idea of letting a
3-0 round one series lead slip away.
Two years later, a revamped roster and a
new face at the helm later, the Sharks are
in the position they have been waiting to
taste ever since the historic meltdown to
the Los Angeles Kings in round one of the
2014 playoffs.
The Sharks have added a pair of seasoned
veterans in defender Paul Martin and
winger Joel Ward, but the most significant
addition has been goaltending phenom
Martin Jones, who was traded from the
Kings during the offseason. ESPN’s Pierre
LaBrun even named the trade for Jones
the best NHL transaction of the season.
The young goaltender is third in the league
with 37 wins and seventh with 2.27 goals
per game against.
Jones’ win total is largely due to the
Sharks’ goal scoring and shot preventing. San Jose ranks fourth in goals
scored and concedes the least shots per
game in the league.
The Sharks clinched a playoff berth on
March 29 and have been step-for-step with
the Kings and the Anaheim Ducks all season in the tightest Pacific division race that
has been seen in years.
However, this season, the Sharks will
enter the playoffs with a different resume than two years ago. The Sharks
have the best record in the entire league
away from San Jose at 28-10-3, something that fans have only seen one other
time in team history.
“We are going to have to do a job on the
road,” captain Joe Pavelski said in an interview following last Thursday’s game.
“It’s not going to be easy, but we got the
guys we need in order to compete.”
While fans may believe that starting on
the road would be the best way for the
Sharks to finally reach the pinnacle of
the Stanley Cup Finals, the playoffs are a
whole different dynamic.
“You want home ice obviously,” head
coach Peter DeBoer said in an interview
following last Thursday’s game.
DeBoer isn’t the only one who thinks
relying solely on road performance is a
bad idea.

“We really have to learn to win at
home,” forward Tommy Wingels said in
an interview following last Thursday’s
game. “You can’t get into the rush game in
playoffs, you can’t turn the pucks over in
the neutral zone.”
While dominating on the road is praiseworthy during the regular season, once the
puck drops in Los Angeles on Thursday
night, all those stats will go by the wayside.
The heat of the moment, the sound of the
opposing crowd and the pressure each affect a player differently in the playoffs.
The Sharks and Kings are no stranger to
one another when it comes to facing each
other during the season or in the playoffs.
This will be the third time in the past four
years these teams will meet up in the playoffs. The Kings have won the past two.
Pavelski said the team is feeling confident heading into the postseason. When
asked about whether or not having to start
on the road would be a factor, he said the
numbers speak for themselves.
“Well, if we keep winning, then obviously not,” Pavelski said. “It doesn’t really
matter where you start once the playoffs
hit, you are just trying to find ways to win.”
The Sharks won the season series
against the Kings, going 3-1-1, but
the Sharks and the Kings have similar
special team success.
The Sharks dominated the final meeting
of the season on March 29 which clinched
the playoff berth for the Sharks.
“We’ve got a lot of things we need to work
on and sure up before the playoff begin,”
Wingels said. “We will do that.”
The Sharks are notorious for postseason disappointment. In their 25 years, the
Sharks have made the playoffs 19 times–
but have yet to reach the final round (let
alone take home the Stanley Cup).
“You are going to have to gut out a few
wins on the road and you are going to have
to be solid at home,” Pavelski said. “This
group believes that we are going to be solid
at home, and we are excited for the fans to
be back in the playoffs and that energy.”
Game 1 is tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Los Angeles at the Staples Center.
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YOUR
VOTE
COUNTS
MAKE
IT
COUNT
FOR
BERNIE
Your vote for Bernie Sanders is too important
to get lost in the rush of ﬁnals and summer
travels. Vote by mail before summer break »»
and fall term could be revolutionary!

Send your ballot in early —
by mail — and you could
graduate into a world with »
» Free tuition at all public
colleges and universities
» No student debt
» Healthcare for all
» Real action on climate change
» Jobs with living wages

Students in California »» Register as a Democrat and sign
up to vote by mail ASAP (no later than May 23 or before you
leave for summer break) » www.CAStudentsVote4Bernie.org
Have questions? Want to get involved?
Call the student voter registration hotline » 1-800-504-8663
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